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Abstract 8 

Data from profiling floats reveal that climate change in the Black Sea leads to the 9 

disappearance of specific water masses. The observed thermohaline change is possibly an 10 

amplified precursor of the changes to expect in the greater oceans. The warming trend in the 11 

cold intermediate layer (CIL) of ~0.05°C/yr was more than double the trend in previous 12 

decades, and its temperature approached that of the waters in the deeper layers (~9°C), which 13 

signified its disappearance. This evolution was due to the warmer winters over the last 14 

fourteen years. Intermittent major cold water formation events (only three during this period) 15 

could not sufficiently refill the CIL. A “density constriction” (minimum spread of density) 16 

was found at ~14.25 σt, and it separated two thermohaline regimes: temperature-dominated 17 

above and salinity-dominated beneath. Below this depth, the CIL is seen as a “corner" in the 18 

T-S diagram at ~18 salinity and ~9°C, where the profiles make a curve. The variability in the 19 

T-S relationships at given σt levels in the CIL revealed trends dominated by diapycnic mixing 20 

with deeper layers (the high-salinity pool acts as a source of salt for the upper ocean). After 21 

2010, salinity anomalies started to occur rhythmically with increasing amplitudes at the 22 

depths of the CIL. In the absence of a pronounced CIL in recent years, the relative role of 23 

salinity variability in the thermohaline state of the upper layers increased. Further trends and 24 

the plausibility of similar events in other similar environments are also addressed. 25 

 26 

1. Introduction 27 

Water masses give a very robust representation of the thermohaline state of the ocean and 28 

ocean circulation. Analysis of their formation and transformation enables us to identify the 29 

dominant processes controlling the planetary climate and the most important regional 30 

oceanographic characteristics. Regional seas, although very small compared to the ocean 31 

basins, also show pronounced thermohaline characteristics, which largely differ from basin to 32 

basin. Because of their smaller size and specific combinations of bathymetry, forcing factors 33 

and responses, regional or almost enclosed seas could provide sensitive cases helping us to 34 
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decipher responses to regional climate change, e.g., the disappearance of certain water 35 

masses, which is still not easy to observe in the recent changes in water masses globally. 36 

 37 

The Black Sea is almost enclosed and neighbors a major catchment area spread across the 38 

continent (1874,904 km2 against surface area of 436,400 km2). This water body shows 39 

extremely stable vertical stratification, and its water density changes from ~1011 kg/m3 at the 40 

ocean surface to ~1016 kg/m3 at 100 m depth. This large gradient is maintained by the balance 41 

between buoyancy fluxes. The major fluxes are represented by river runoff and Mediterranean 42 

inflow, with the latter entering the Black Sea through the Bosporus Strait. The basin-wide 43 

thermal buoyancy flux is approximately four times smaller than the haline buoyancy flux 44 

(Stanev et al., 2003). However, the amplitude of the seasonal thermal buoyancy flux exceeds 45 

that of the haline buoyancy flux by an order of magnitude. This contrast leads to the following 46 

concept: the mean thermohaline state in the Black Sea is dominated by the water and salinity 47 

balance (dilution at the surface and salinification by the Mediterranean inflow); air-sea heat 48 

exchange shapes the seasonal variability.  49 

  50 

Winter cooling, which is an essential element of the seasonal variability, is too weak to 51 

overcome the stable salinity (density) stratification over large depth intervals; thus, the 52 

pycnocline sets the depth of penetration of the seasonal signal, which is not more than ~100-53 

150 m. Therefore, the Black Sea is characterized by a small depth interval of thermo-haline 54 

inertia and a large sensitivity to surface fluxes. This situation is quite different from the cases 55 

of other semienclosed (but weakly stratified) systems, e.g., the Gulf of Lion in the 56 

Mediterranean, where convection is deep (Schott et al., 1996). The major consequence of the 57 

shallow convection in the Black Sea is the formation of a cold intermediate layer (CIL) 58 

extending over the whole basin area. In its core, the temperature during the warm part of the 59 

year is lower than the temperatures at the surface and in the deeper layers. At present, the CIL 60 

is considered a permanent feature in the Black Sea vertical stratification and is classified as a 61 

water mass. The positions of the 8°C isotherms have traditionally been considered the lower 62 

and upper boundaries of the CIL (Blatov et al., 1984; Ozsoy and Unluata, 1997). 63 

 64 

Two ventilation mechanisms that affect the physical and biogeochemical systems in the Black 65 

Sea differently must be distinguished: one mechanism brings cold and oxygen-rich water 66 

from above (e.g., due to winter convection), and the other mechanism brings warmer and 67 

oxygen-rich water from the Bosporus (intermittently but during the whole year; Jarosz et al., 68 
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2011; Stanev et al., 2017). In brief, the cold intermediate water (CIW) mass formation 69 

provides the ventilation mechanism in the upper ocean; the Bosporus plume ventilates layers 70 

below the CIL (Falina et al., 2017; Stanev et al., 2018). The very low rate of ventilation of 71 

deep layers explains the physical reasons for the permanent anoxic conditions that 72 

characterize depths below 100-150 m. In this work, we address the first mechanism, that is, 73 

the formation of cold water. 74 

 75 

In the past, most physical oceanographers accepted the hypothesis of Kolesnikov (1953) that 76 

the advection of very cold waters from the northwest shelf provided the major contribution to 77 

the formation of the CIL. Currently, oceanographers accept that the seasonal replenishment of 78 

the CIL is subject to a number of important processes, such as local cooling, slope convection, 79 

interaction with open ocean eddies and persistent coastal anticyclonic eddies, and vertical 80 

mixing (Ovchinnikov and Popov, 1987; Oguz and Besiktepe, 1999; Stanev and Staneva, 81 

2001; Gregg and Yakushev, 2005; Shapiro et al., 2010, 2011; Piotukh et al., 2011; Korotaev 82 

et al., 2014; Capet et al., 2014; Ostrovskii and Zatsepin, 2016; Mihailov et al, 2016; Akpinar 83 

et al., 2017). The quantification of regional water mass formation by Stanev et al. (2003) 84 

demonstrated a strong regional dependence as well as a substantial contribution from the open 85 

ocean areas to the total amount of water injected into the CIL. 86 

 87 

The replenishment time of the CIL is ~5 years (Ovchinnikov, 1998; Lee et al. 2002; Stanev et 88 

al., 2003). The fact that the CIW does not disappear during the warm part of the year is 89 

explained by the low vertical turbulent exchange in the Black Sea (coefficients of 90 

approximately 1–4×10−6 m2 s−1), approaching the values of molecular exchange (Lewis and 91 

Landing, 1991; Stanev et al., 1997; Gregg and Yakushev, 2005). These low values are caused 92 

by either strong summer temperature stratification in the upper layer (reducing the mixing 93 

with the surface layers) or by strong stratification in the halocline (reducing the mixing with 94 

the deeper layers). The CIL remains “sandwiched” (encapsulated) between the upper mixed 95 

layer and the pycnocline. The CIL refills in the winter and does not disappear in the summer; 96 

thus, it exists permanently according to historical data. 97 

 98 

Acting as a buffer between the surface layers and the pycnocline, the CIL “integrates” 99 

information from atmospheric forcing over a longer time. Data analyses thus decipher 100 

interannual and longer-term sustainable trends (Konovalov et al., 2005; Oguz et al., 2006; 101 

Piotukh, et al., 2011; Capet et al., 2016). Different hypotheses are possible about the effect of 102 
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global and regional climate change in the Black Sea. Warming could result in (1) a reduction 103 

in the volume of convected waters because of warmer winters; (2) a change in the stabilizing 104 

effect of salinity due to alterations in the water and salt balance caused by differences in 105 

evaporation and precipitation; (3) a change in wind conditions, which currently oppose the 106 

stabilizing role of salinity but could affect the structure of surface and intermediate layers; and 107 

(4) a modification of the water exchange between the Black Sea and the Mediterranean by 108 

changing wind conditions (Jarosz et al., 2011; Stanev et al., 2017). The large number of 109 

possible feedback mechanisms makes expectations based on simple considerations difficult. 110 

 111 

The modulation of the cold water content in the CIL by year-to-year variability and longer-112 

term trends has been studied by Staneva and Stanev (2002) and Miladinova et al. (2017), who 113 

used numerical models; however, the model-estimated trends need further validation. 114 

Analyses of the thermohaline state for long periods based on measurements are also difficult 115 

because of data availability. The interpretation of long-term changes in the Black Sea from 116 

observational data can be biased by the poor coverage of data in space and time (Stanev et al., 117 

2013). This problem seems to have been solved in the era of Argo floats, which have provided 118 

continuous observations in the Black Sea for more than a decade. This period is sufficient to 119 

revisit the dynamics of the CIL with a focus on its longer-term evolution. One additional 120 

motivation for this work stems from our previous analyses (Stanev et al., 2013; 2017), which 121 

demonstrate a substantial warming of the CIL compared to the historical data. Currently, 122 

temperature values in the CIL as low as those defined by Blatov et al. (1984) are rare. 123 

 124 

In comparison to the works of Konovalov et al. (2005), Oguz et al. (2006) and Capet et al. 125 

(2016), who addressed longer-term changes in physical and biogeochemical systems in the 126 

Black Sea using historical data, we (1) analyze a shorter period for which a continuous data 127 

set from Argo floats is available, (2) focus on the disappearance of the CIL during 2015-2017 128 

and its intermittent replenishment, and (3) elucidate the correlation between salinity and 129 

temperature, which is focused on the T-S analysis of water masses. We use almost the same 130 

data as Akpinar et al. (2017), which extend until the present time. However, unlike the study 131 

of these authors, who analyzed the observations from individual floats for the periods of 132 

operation at their specific observing locations, we give less weight to the regional 133 

characteristics, focusing on the trends in the full data set. This approach is justified, 134 

particularly because the analysis of observations in density coordinates reduces the scatter of 135 

data caused by regional conditions and gives an overall view of the temporal variability of the 136 
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vertical structure of the Black Sea water mass. The interrelationship between temperature and 137 

salinity and the consequent changes in the T-S characteristics are demonstrated to serve as 138 

important indicators of the change in the Black Sea water mass. By investigating this 139 

relationship, we provide a robust estimate of the evolution of the Black Sea state over the last 140 

~14 years. The conditions beyond which the CIL will disappear are also addressed. 141 

 142 

The paper is structured as follows: we first describe the data in section 2, which is followed 143 

by an analysis of forcing in section 3, the temporal variability of the CIL and its 144 

replenishment in section 4, a T-S analysis in section 5, discussion and conclusions. 145 

 146 

2. Data 147 

At the end of the 20th to the beginning of the 21st century, the Argo program for ocean 148 

monitoring was initiated with the objective of delivering regular information about the state of 149 

the ocean water column down to 2000 m depth. From 2005 to the present, 38 Argo floats have 150 

been deployed in the Black Sea (Korotaev et al., 2006; Stanev et al., 2013; Grayek et al., 151 

2015). In some periods, more than ten floats have operated at the same time, which is 152 

impressive for this small basin (see inset in Fig. 1 and Supporting information, Fig. S1, S2, 153 

S3). The northwestern shelf part of the Black Sea is not visited by the Argo floats (Fig. 1) 154 

because of its shallow depths. In the present study 33 floats are used, which measured 5884 155 

profiles in total. Five floats are not included in the analysis because they operated for a very 156 

short time or did not operate properly. The above-cited publications provide further 157 

methodological details.  The technical details about the profilers used here are given in 158 

Supporting Information. 159 

 160 

Compared with historical observations, most of which were performed during the warm part 161 

of the year, the sampling provided by the Argo missions is rather uniform during the 162 

individual seasons (Fig. S2). The vertical distribution of seasonal mean profiles (insets in Fig. 163 

S2) demonstrates a well-known vertical structure: a two-layer system with the main 164 

pycnocline at approximately 100-300 m, a strong seasonal thermocline and a CIL at the upper 165 

part of the halocline. The seasonal thermocline and the CIL, which are not well represented in 166 

the depth range 0-1500 m because the upper layer in the Black Sea is very thin, are addressed 167 

in the following with more detail for the upper ~250 m. 168 

 169 

3. Forcing and response 170 
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3.1 Meteorological forcing 171 

The variability of the CIL is largely dependent on meteorological forcing (Stanev et al., 2003; 172 

Oguz et al., 2006; Piotukh, et al., 2011); therefore, before addressing the evolution of 173 

oceanographic conditions, we first present the meteorological situation during the period of 174 

observations. Two data sets were used: the regional observations of surface air temperature at 175 

station Varna (the station is 43 m above sea level; see Fig. 1 for its location) and surface air 176 

temperature from model reanalysis using the ERA-5 data set (Fig. 2a). From the latter data 177 

set, a location in the interior Black Sea was selected (symbol E in Fig. 1), which was 178 

representative of the open ocean. 179 

 180 

The changes in the cold water masses followed the changes in the severity of individual 181 

winters. The latter were characterized by the absolute temperature minima and the length of 182 

periods with cold temperatures. These characteristics were better pronounced in the coastal 183 

data, as shown by the thin gray line in Fig. 2a, in the years 2006, 2010 and 2012, when the air 184 

temperature at the Varna station decreased below -12°C. No such cold temperatures have 185 

been measured since then.  186 

 187 

The annual mean temperatures did not change much; however, changes in the winter 188 

temperatures were more pronounced. The monthly mean temperature of the coldest month in 189 

the open sea was below 0°C only during 2006, 2012 and 2017 (Fig. 2b). Section 4 will show 190 

that these were the years when the CIL refilled with cold water. The coldest monthly mean 191 

temperature at station Varna ranged substantially (between -1°C and 6°C) with warm phases 192 

prevailing. The sensitivity of heat fluxes over the Black Sea to the surface air temperature 193 

(Staneva and Stanev, 1998; Schrum et al., 2001) suggests that this persistence of warm 194 

winters could explain the recent changes of water mass formation in the Black Sea (see 195 

section 4). This finding is consistent with a similar conclusion made by Kniebusch et al. 196 

(2019), who showed that in the Baltic Sea, which has a similar system to the Black Sea, most 197 

of the SST variability could be explained by the surface air temperature.  198 

 199 

3.2 Vertical structure of the upper layers 200 

With the unique data set collected by the Argo floats, the representation of the basic 201 

characteristics of the Black Sea stratification (Fig. 3) appeared much more credible than those 202 

in previous studies, which reflected problems in interpreting observations that were non-203 
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homogeneous in time and space. In the upper mixed layer, the high surface temperatures in 204 

summer led clear decreases in density (Fig. 3c mirrors Fig. 3a at the surface). The individual 205 

vertical profiles in this layer in the low-temperature interval between 6 and 9°C illustrate 206 

separate convection events. 207 

 208 

The convergence of density profiles at ~40 m appeared to be a fundamental feature in the 209 

density distribution (Fig. 3c), forming a “density constriction” around density values of ~14-210 

14.5 σt units. This depth is approximately the bottom of the upper layer subject to convective 211 

mixing. Above this depth, salinity showed a rather homogenous vertical profile with salinity 212 

values between 17.5 and 18.5 psu. We restate here that the Argo floats observe only the deep 213 

part of the Black Sea (coastal waters are not represented in Fig. 3); therefore, the homogeneity 214 

in salinity is explained as (1) a result of the intense circulation and mixing in the upper layers 215 

and (2) a consequence of the distribution of fresh waters from rivers over large shelf areas, 216 

thus diminishing the signature of the low-salinity source. 217 

 218 

The almost-uniform salinity in the surface layer in the horizontal direction compared to the 219 

large spread of temperature and the almost-uniform temperature below the seasonal 220 

thermocline compared to the large spread of salinity explained the formation of the “density 221 

constriction” layer, which has very small density contrasts at ~40 m deep. In the overlying 222 

layers, the variability of temperature was large because of seasonal changes; in the underlying 223 

layers, salinity variations were large because of dynamics. This large spread of salinity 224 

profiles in the main halocline (between 50 and 250 m) represented the fact that the cyclonic 225 

circulation tended to displace the isohaline surfaces in the basin interior to shallower depths 226 

with respect to deeper depths along the coast (Stanev et al., 2000). This finding is illustrated 227 

in the bottom panels of Fig. 3, where the mean temperature, salinity and density for the whole 228 

period of observation are shown for the interior basin (depths larger than 1500 m, solid lines) 229 

and coastal ocean (depths less than 300 m, dashed lines). Intermediate depths (on the 230 

continental slope) are excluded in order to clarify the differences between the coastal and 231 

deep zone. Obviously, the vertical salinity profiles were more curved (sharper salinity 232 

stratification) in the basin interior, where upwelling brought saltier water closer to the surface. 233 

The opposite relation was observed in the coastal zone. The synthesis of the stratification in 234 

the upper ocean is consistent with previous data. However, we will show in the following that 235 

it can be only considered as a first-order explanation of the complex thermohaline processes. 236 

Thus, a deeper understanding needs to address diapycnic and isopycnic mixing in more detail. 237 
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 238 

Additional information about the temporal variability of stratification is given in Fig. 3 to 239 

facilitate the analyses in the following sections. Dotted, dashed and full lines in the upper 240 

panels show the mean vertical profiles during three almost equidistant two-year periods (2006 241 

& 2007, 2012 & 2013, and 2017 & 2018). These periods were chosen such that they are 242 

representative for the beginning, middle and end of the observational time. The displacements 243 

of mean profiles from each other give a measure of the trends. Notably, temperature, salinity 244 

and density stratification decreased, which is inconsistent with the results of Yilmaz et al. 245 

(2006), who related the stronger stratification to ocean warming from 1995 to 2002. However, 246 

in the period addressed here, the stratification decreased. Obviously, further research is 247 

needed to increase the credibility of different analyses, which might be dependent on specific 248 

observational platforms. Keeping in mind possible problems with the quality of Argo data in 249 

the surface layer, our conclusions can be considered credible for depths below 15-20 m. 250 

However, a non-trivial question is whether recent climate change in the Black Sea tends to 251 

increase or decrease stratification and whether these changes are monotonous over long 252 

periods.  253 

 254 

4. Temporal variability of water mass formation 255 

4.1 Temporal evolution of the CIL 256 

The warming of the CIL in recent decades has been documented in a number of studies 257 

(Stanev et al., 2013, 2014, 2017; Capet et al., 2016, Akpinar et al., 2017) that used data from 258 

profiling floats. On a shelf in the northern Black Sea, Mihailov et al. (2016) reported a 259 

warming of the upper mixed layer (~0.1 °C/year during 1971–2010) but not substantial 260 

changes of the cold water mass temperature. Below, we will revisit the temporal evolution of 261 

the CIL using all available data from profiling floats. 262 

 263 

The time versus depth diagrams in Fig. 4 give a nontraditional presentation of the evolution of 264 

the oceanic thermohaline state based on all Black Sea Argo data. Each profile appears 265 

chronologically, which means that two neighboring profiles could originate from floats 266 

operating in different areas of the basin. One way to avoid such a “mix” among data from 267 

different areas would be to analyze data from each float separately. This approach was used 268 

by Stanev et al. (2013) and Akpinar et al. (2017) and is illustrated for all floats in Supporting 269 

Information, Fig. S3; however, the latter presentation is difficult to interpret. One alternative 270 

way to present the temporal variability is to average the data from all available locations for, 271 
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e.g., fortnightly periods. Such an alternative presentation would suffer from too few data used 272 

for averaging (from one to ~20). Another drawback would be that averaging would remove 273 

events seen by the individual floats. 274 

 275 

The almost synchronous response of the upper 150 m layer to changes in atmospheric forcing 276 

is illustrated in Fig. 4 by the rhythmic change in vertical profiles of temperature and salinity. 277 

The temperature range in Fig. 4a and Fig. 4d is limited to only 7.5-8.9°C to show the details 278 

in the structure of the CIL. The continuous trend of increasing temperatures in the core of the 279 

CIL (Fig. 4a) appears to be the basic change in the cold water mass. Higher temperatures in 280 

the surface layers represented by the gray 20°C isoline in Fig. 4d show a quasi-periodic 281 

seasonal signal. The gray 8.7°C isoline is chosen to represent the approximate upper and 282 

lower boundaries of the CIL at present. This value is much larger than the “canonic” value of 283 

8°C proposed by Blatov et al. (1984). With the 8°C boundaries, the CIL would currently 284 

appear as an outlier from the dominant stratification. The Argo floats registered water with 285 

temperatures lower than 8°C in the core of the CIL during only the first 3-4 years of the total 286 

observational period. To demonstrate the warming over a longer period, the mean basin 287 

temperature data at 50 m from the survey in July 1992 (Oguz et al., 1998) and from RV 288 

Akvanavt cruise 20 in the Eastern Black Sea (42,95°N, 39.11°E) in December 2000 are also 289 

shown in Fig. 3a, For the respective Akvanaft profiles, see Fig. 2 from Stanev et al. (2014). 290 

During the first survey, the coldest temperature of the CIL was ~7°C; whereas during the 291 

second survey eight years later, it was ~7.5°C. The above comparison with the historical data 292 

shows that in the last 2-3 decades, the temperature in the core of the CIL has increased by 293 

more than 1°C.  294 

 295 

The question then arises about the highest temperatures above which the CIL will disappear. 296 

Fig. 3a gives the answer and shows that the temperature at intermediate depths is now ~9°C 297 

(see the vertical line). The CIL cannot be warmer than this value, and it will disappear as a 298 

basin-wide thermal characteristic unless the temperature of deep and intermediate water 299 

increases (e.g., by warmer inflow from the Marmara Sea). Obviously, the CIL currently 300 

presented as a layer bounded by the 8.7°C isotherms is close to a state of disappearance 301 

(~9°C). 302 

 303 
We do not show the 8.7°C boundaries in Fig. 4a because of the “noise” associated with the 304 

fact that two consequent observations could originate from areas with different dynamics. The 305 
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amplitude of this “noise”, which actually gives a measure of the variability of the depths of 306 

isopycnic surfaces, is ~25 m. When many floats are operating at the same time, this isoline, if 307 

plotted as in Fig. 4d, looks like a thick gray band because of the large amount of data 308 

measured in a short time in different areas. This finding is consistent with earlier analyses of 309 

profiling floats in the Black Sea (Stanev et al., 2013; 2014), and it is explained by the large 310 

differences between vertical profiles in the areas occupied by cyclones and anticyclones. 311 

Therefore, significant differences between the CIL characteristics occur (Akpinar et al., 312 

2018), particularly if the data are presented in depth coordinates. 313 

To avoid masking the underlying colors, we do not show the 8.7°C isotherm in Fig. 4a. The 314 

upward displacement trend of the bottom of the CIL of ~50-70 m for the whole period of 315 

observations is much larger than the amplitude of ~25 m associated with the different depths 316 

of the 8.7°C isotherm in the zones of upwelling and downwelling. This result clarifies that the 317 

warming of the CIL in the last decades was far stronger than the “noise” due to using the 318 

specific observational and analysis platform. 319 

 320 

Presenting the data in density coordinates (panels at the bottom of Fig. 4) reduces the scatter 321 

of data shown in Fig. 4a, thus decreasing the effects of regional differences seen when 322 

presenting the same data in depth coordinates. Therefore, the following analyses allow us to 323 

draw conclusions about the basin-wide changes in the thermohaline state of the Black Sea. 324 

Applying this approach (data from different areas shown in chronological order) for larger 325 

open ocean areas is not straightforward and has to be preceded by a careful examination of the 326 

regional conditions. 327 

 328 

The disappearance of the low-density values in the bottom panels of Fig. 4 during the cold 329 

part of the year is explained by the colder temperatures resulting in high density. Notably, the 330 

time versus density diagram is not a full matrix of valid data because low-density values do 331 

not exist in winter. The water mass formation events appeared during the outcropping phase 332 

between two consecutive seasonal peaks. 333 

 334 

The reduction of the cold water content in the CIL was manifested not only by the warming of 335 

its core but also by the displacement of its boundaries. The representation in density 336 

coordinates clearly reveals that the last 14-year period was characterized by only three major 337 

cold water formation events; each event was much weaker than the previous one. One very 338 

important finding, which was possible because of the continuous observations and the 339 
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availability of measurements in different areas, was the “perforation” of the CIL, which 340 

means that at specific periods and locations, the CIL disappeared (the 8.7°C isoline extended 341 

from the surface layers down to ~200 m). This effect is seen in the “chimney-like” local 342 

events, which occurred during 2015-2017, i.e., the periods when the CIL almost disappeared 343 

basin-wide. 344 

 345 

The salinity stratification depicts a two-layer structure with less salty water in the surface 346 

layer (Fig. 4b). Unlike the temperature profiles, the salinity profiles are monotonic; i.e., 347 

salinity always increased with depth. The oscillations observed in geometric coordinates, 348 

which are mostly due to the spatial variability of salinity, decrease strongly when salinity 349 

evolution is presented in density coordinates (Fig. 4e). Obviously, this type of presentation is 350 

more appropriate for addressing the synchronous thermohaline changes over the entire basin. 351 

Below 100 m, the density pattern almost repeats the salinity pattern (not shown here), 352 

demonstrating that the temperature at these depths does not have a pronounced dynamic 353 

effect. Further details about the inter-relationship between thermohaline characteristics are 354 

given in section 5. 355 

 356 

Compared with many earlier studies that analyzed the dynamics of the CIL in the Black Sea 357 

by examining the temperature changes only (one exception is the work of Piotukh et al. 358 

(2011), which analyzes both temperature and salinity in the northeastern Black Sea), we 359 

emphasize the analysis of salinity. The latter provides the dominant contribution to the density 360 

stratification in the intermediate and deep layers. This stratification in the Black Sea is so 361 

strong that sometimes its changes are not easy to identify. Therefore, in Fig. 4c and Fig. 4f, 362 

we show the temporal variability of the salinity anomaly (the mean of the vertical salinity 363 

profile for the whole period is subtracted from the current profiles). The magnitude of salinity 364 

change shows a maximum at ~80 m that is at the upper boundary of the halocline (Fig. 4b). 365 

This depth is approximately where the pycnocline shows the largest slope. Unlike salinity, the 366 

magnitude of temperature change was maximum at the surface. The magnitude of the 367 

variabilities of the two thermohaline characteristics change so that at ~80 m (between the core 368 

of the CIL and its lower boundary), the thermal and haline changes almost compensate in the 369 

density field. This situation reflects the known compensation of temperature and salinity 370 

effects along many ocean fronts (Rudnick and Ferrari, 1999) and directs the following 371 

discussion of a comparative analysis of temperature and salinity changes. 372 

 373 
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The salinity anomaly trends, as seen in geometric coordinates, revealed two periods: one 374 

period, before 2012, was characterized by intermittent changes in the salinity anomaly, and 375 

the other period, after 2012, had a rather rhythmic occurrence of positive salinity anomalies 376 

along the axis of the CIL (Fig. 4c). The amplitudes were larger in the second period. Minima 377 

occurred in the summer, and a relatively wide maximum dominated the rest of the year. The 378 

presentation of the salinity anomaly in density coordinates (Fig. 4f) clearly illustrates the 379 

vertical propagation (diapycnic mixing), which in recent years appeared as positive salinity-380 

anomaly signals crossing layers between σ 15 and 17 and propagating below the axis of the 381 

CIL (compare Fig. 4f with Fig. 4d). 382 

 383 

The event at the beginning of 2010 (strong negative anomaly in Fig. 4c) needs specific 384 

attention. For approximately three months, float 1901200 operated along the southern coast. 385 

On January 30 and February 4, it collected profiles in the area east of the Sakarya Canyon 386 

(see the large triangle symbols in Fig. 1 for its two positions). During this time, the strongest 387 

cooling for the total period analyzed here was observed (Fig. 2). The float was close to the 388 

coast where salinity was rather low because of the runoff from the Sakarya River. The 389 

extreme cooling and the low salinity, in combination, resulted in the low-temperature and 390 

low-salinity anomaly penetrating more than 200 m deep (Fig. 4 b, c). This process also 391 

explains the maximum negative salinity anomaly seen in Fig. 4c. 392 

 393 

4.2 Replenishment of the CIL with cold water and mixing with surface and deeper 394 

waters 395 

To the best of the authors’ knowledge, no estimates of the dominant time scales associated 396 

with refill events are available based on long-term analyses or analyses of refill occurrence at 397 

the interannual time scales. Argo floats provided a perfect opportunity to fill this gap. In the 398 

following, we provide a different view of the evolution of the CIL, complementing the 399 

analysis of Fig. 4 and focusing on the seasonality, the short-term intermittency, and the 400 

interannual changes. Fig. 5 presents the temporal variability of temperature, salinity and 401 

density at 25, 50 and 100 m. Each of these depths yields representative information on the 402 

evolution of the surface layer and the upper and lower parts of the CIL. Although these fixed 403 

depths along the trajectory cannot be generalized to the whole basin, the analysis below is 404 

instructive for the overall evolution of upper-ocean thermohaline fields. 405 

 406 
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The surface layer (25 m) shows rather periodic variability. Parts of the period before 2010, 407 

namely, 2005-2006, were sampled by two floats only (see the inset in Fig. 1 and the 408 

Supporting Information); therefore, the density of data was low. The temperature at this level 409 

decreased to less than 6°C only three-four times, a value close to the lowest monthly mean air 410 

temperature from atmospheric analyses (Fig. 2a). These cooling events appeared well in phase 411 

with the extremely low atmospheric temperatures at the Varna station in Fig. 2. The warming 412 

trend at 25 m was revealed by the continuous increase in the maximum temperatures, 413 

particularly after 2012, when they were higher than 25°C. This trend was much better 414 

pronounced than that seen in the summer atmospheric temperatures in Fig. 2a, which could 415 

suggest other causes, such as variations in the mixed layer depth. One such example is the 416 

case observed by float 4900540 in 2005, when the maximum temperature at 25 m was only 417 

~10°C. The detailed analysis of the data recorded by this float showed that the low 418 

temperature at 25 m was due to the very shallow seasonal thermocline.  419 

 420 

Not every cooling event in the upper layers reached the core of the CIL, particularly during 421 

the mild winters (compare temperatures at 25 and 50 m in Fig. 5a and Fig. 5d). The sensitivity 422 

of water mass formation to the magnitude of surface cooling was proven by the fact that with 423 

slightly warmer minimum temperatures at 25 m (e.g., ~1.5°C higher compared to the coldest 424 

winters), the signature of cold water mass formation at 50 m was cancelled. Only three 425 

cooling events were observed at 50 m with temperatures as low as ~6.5°C. Atypically high 426 

temperatures for the CIL occurred in some of the summer profiles (up to 16°C), especially 427 

during the second half of the analyzed period, which is explained by the fact that the depth of 428 

50 m is still too close to the sea surface. The long-term temperature trend at 50 m was also 429 

quite pronounced. While the temperatures during the first half of the observational period 430 

were usually less than 8°C, during the second half, they were lower than this value only 431 

during the periods of the major cooling events in 2012 and 2017. Notably, during 2012-2016, 432 

cold water formation did not occur for several years. Because of this situation, the lowest 433 

temperatures at 50 m increased slowly after 2012, with an exponential rate of approximately 434 

4-5 years, which compares well with the earlier estimates of the ventilation times 435 

(Ovchinnikov, 1998; Lee et al. 2002; Stanev et al., 2003). 436 

 437 

The warming phases observed in the periodic summer maxima at 50 m originating from the 438 

surface layers disappeared at 100 m, with the exception of several individual events after 439 

2014. These events did not occur synchronously with the warming at 50 m but rather 440 
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coincided in time with several major intrusions of Mediterranean water reported by Stanev et 441 

al. (2017). Obviously, the layer at 100 m encapsulated the major signal of the interannual and 442 

long-term variability of the CIL (Fig. 5g). The interannual variability was represented by the 443 

three cooling events, which appeared rather abruptly and faded slowly over time. The long-444 

term trend was represented by the continuous increase in maximum temperatures at this 445 

depth. 446 

 447 

The fact that the variability of density at 25 m almost mirrors that of temperature (compare 448 

Fig. 5a and Fig. 5c) demonstrates that in the surface layer, the surface salinity acted as a 449 

passive tracer. While the seasonal variability of salinity in the surface layer was not well 450 

pronounced (Fig. 5e), the salinity trend over the last fourteen years was clear (see also the 451 

displacement of profiles to the right in Fig. 3b). The continuous increase in salinity would 452 

suggest that, during this period, the fresh water flux decreased. However, the analysis of total 453 

precipitation over the Black Sea from ERA-5 data did not show a decreasing trend. One 454 

possible explanation is given below. 455 

 456 

4.3 Relationship between temperature and salinity 457 

The basic hypothesis of the present research is that the evolution of CIL cannot be fully 458 

described by the evolution of temperature only. The questions then are as follows: (1) what is 459 

the role of salinity and (2) what is the relationship between temperature and salinity. 460 

Temperature and salinity are conservative fields under the assumption that the light 461 

absorption and ecosystem processes, which could affect temperature, are not considered. 462 

Then, both fields are subject to surface sources, Bosporus Strait sources and geothermal 463 

fluxes (see the introduction). Their joint effect on density gradients can either enhance or 464 

compensate depending on the distribution of sources and specific dynamics, which can be 465 

identified by analyzing their correlation.  466 

For the total period of observations, the correlation between temperature and salinity at 25 m 467 

was low at ~ -0.30. The negative sign (low temperature in winter was accompanied by high 468 

salinity) would indicate that the convective mixing brought higher salinity water from beneath 469 

into the surface layer. This implication is contrary to the scenario assuming that winter 470 

cooling would bring colder and less saline water from the surface into the deeper layers. One 471 

exceptional case was observed in 2010 by float 1901200 in the proximity of the Sakarya 472 

River. The dominance of the first scenario would imply that the homogenous salinity in the 473 

surface layer (Fig. 3b) provided too weak a fresh water source compared to the strongly 474 
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stratified layers beneath. Thus, the decreasing salinity stratification shown in Fig. 3b in the 475 

last fourteen years (that is, the increase in salinity in the surface layers) had as a source the 476 

high-salinity pool in the intermediate and deep layers. 477 

 478 

The correlation between temperature and salinity at 50 m (-0.26) was even slightly weaker 479 

than that in the layers above, and the salinity evolution was very irregular (Fig. 5e). This 480 

irregular salinity variability appears because Fig. 5e presents mixed data from different floats 481 

operating in different areas of the sea. Unlike the case at 25 m, the density variability at 50 m 482 

did not repeat the temperature variability or the salinity variability. This result suggested that 483 

the salinity effect on buoyancy at 50 m became comparable to that of temperature. The 484 

positive trend for the entire period was comparable to that at 25 m. 485 

  486 

With increasing depth, the correlation between temperature and salinity reversed sign at ~70 487 

m, increasing to 0.49 at 100 m and 0.74 at 250, remaining high down to 300 m . This depth 488 

interval is where the maximum seasonal amplitudes of salinity anomalies were observed. The 489 

positive correlation indicates that the changes in the thermohaline state of this layer were 490 

mostly impacted by mixing with the waters from above (low temperature in the CIL and low 491 

salinity in the upper layers). The temperature in the layers below was very homogeneous, and 492 

the density plots (not shown here) almost repeat the salinity plots.  493 

 494 

The weak temperature signature in the deeper layers would suggest that the thermohaline 495 

characteristics of mixed water at 100 m were less affected by mixing with the underlying 496 

water and more affected by mixing with waters from the core of the CIL. Furthermore, 497 

between 100 and 250 m, the pycnocline showed the largest slope, and this slope was greatest 498 

in the area of the rim current. Therefore, the strong correlation between temperature and 499 

salinity plausibly reflects the mixing in the front-area, separating warmer and saltier water in 500 

the interior basin from cooler and less salty waters in the coastal area. This result shows that 501 

dynamics could play a major role in controlling water mass formation in the Black Sea and 502 

supports the modeling study of Stanev and Staneva (2001) and the observations of Ostrovskii 503 

and Zatsepin (2016), who demonstrated that the appearance of ventilation events depends on 504 

the intensity of the rim current. 505 

 506 

A better understanding of the changes in the second half of the observational period is 507 

provided by Fig. 5i, showing the difference between the product of temperature and salinity 508 
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from which we subtracted the mean for each layer product of temperature and salinity over 509 

the total period of observations: T×S–<T×S>. Here, <.> is a function of depth. During the first 510 

phase, the positive variance of temperature and salinity was rather shallow and weak, and the 511 

negative variance was well pronounced; a reversal occurred during the second phase of the 512 

observational period. After 2012, an intermediate layer with positive T×S anomaly was 513 

observed at the depths of the CIL. Obviously, the long-term evolution of the CIL is a process 514 

of joint evolution of temperature and salinity. 515 

 516 

5. Dynamic T-S analysis 517 

The following discussion addresses the interrelationship between the thermohaline states of 518 

the Black Sea represented by the position of a current T-S pair in the space of temperature and 519 

salinity ranges. The T-S relationship (Fig. 6a) showed a rather scattered distribution of T-S 520 

indices, particularly in the surface layer, subject to strong seasonal variability. The color 521 

coding represents the time of observations. Plotting this large amount of data in one 522 

scatterplot would result in overlapping symbols. Because the number of observations per year 523 

during the earlier phases of the Argo program was lower, we plotted the data in an inverse 524 

time order (“sparse” old data overlie more recent measurements). Even with such a caveat, the 525 

figure illustrates nicely that the T-S characteristics changed substantially during the 526 

observational period. Water with a temperature of 10°C became saltier, and water with a 527 

salinity of 19 became warmer in recent years. 528 

The temperature-density relationship was almost linear throughout the depth range where the 529 

temperature was higher than 10°C, approximately following isohaline 18 (Fig. 6b). This result 530 

illustrated that in the surface layer, temperature provided the basic contribution to density. 531 

This almost linear relationship was a representation of the conservative mixing between two 532 

endmembers: warm surface water and water from the CIL. Below the CIL, linear mixing 533 

dominated the salinity-density relationship (Fig. 6c). The “density constriction” at σt~14.25 534 

(section 3.1) is where the transition between two regimes occurs. In other words, the CIW is 535 

“in the corner" in the T-S diagram, where the plots make a curve at ~18 salinity and ~9°C. 536 

 537 

The changes in the T-S relationship of individual profiles in Fig. 6a indicated that a 538 

fundamental change in the mixing processes between the surface and deep layers occurred 539 

recently in the CIL. This shift can be inferred from the different curvature of profiles (Stanev 540 

et al., 2014), indicating that the recent alterations in the thermohaline state of the Black Sea 541 
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are associated with changes in the vertical (diapycnic) mixing in the core of the CIL (see also 542 

Fig. 4d). 543 

 544 

The full presentation of the change of the thermohaline state would necessitate considering it 545 

in the 4D space defined by temperature, salinity, pressure and time. For the observational 546 

platform used here, the time carries information on the positions of the individual profiles. 547 

Displaying the thermohaline state in 4D is challenging, partially because of the very large 548 

amount of data; therefore, we present below three subspaces of data for three individual σt 549 

depths: 14.5, 15 and 15.5 (see the respective isolines in Fig. 6a). If we replot Fig. 6a for these 550 

individual σt depths separately and ignore all data that are not on these surfaces, then the T-S 551 

pairs would overlap on the respective density line because some individual states (observed at 552 

different times and locations) could have the same T-S characteristics. Similar to the result in 553 

Fig. 6a, the overlapping would “hide” the temporal evolution described by the movement of 554 

T-S indices on the respective σt surface.  555 

 556 

The subspace of Fig. 6a at three density levels would look like scatterplots along three -σt 557 

lines. To present an appropriate temperature-salinity resolution in the separate T-S plots, one 558 

can select appropriate T-S ranges (e.g., different from the ones in Fig. 6a), which results in a 559 

slope change for the respective density line (see as an example the sloped dotted lines in Fig. 560 

7). 561 

 562 

An analysis of the response of the Black Sea to regional climate variations (warming) can 563 

justify keeping the temperature as the dominant axis (y-axis in Fig. 7). Then, we have only 564 

one additional dimension left in 2D space for time, salinity and pressure. The slopes of the 565 

dotted lines in Fig. 7 correspond to the T-S ranges given in the caption of Fig. 7. These 566 

different slopes reveal the relative contribution of temperature and salinity to the buoyancy 567 

and approximately reflect the density ratio R = α ΔT/βΔS, where α = 1.3×10-4°C-1 and β = 568 

7.5×10-4 psu-1 are the coefficients of temperature expansion and salinity contraction, 569 

respectively (we actually used the full equation of state). Each individual observation at the 570 

specified σt level is presented in Fig. 7 in the respective T-S range. However, the salinity of 571 

every next observation is shifted in time to the right by a prescribed value, which is 572 

proportional to the elapsed time between observations. In this way, we “unfold” the changes 573 

in T-S indices in time. Thus, the x-axis must be understood as a modified time coordinate 574 

(salinity is implicitly included by the slope of density curves). The density line is repeated 575 
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every second year to illustrate the phase of events with respect to the times shown on the x-576 

axis. The remaining variable, the pressure, is shown by colors. 577 

 578 

The individual panels in Fig. 7 correspond approximately to the temperature and salinity 579 

variations for several individual depths (Fig. 5d, e, g, h). However, the thermohaline evolution 580 

at specific σt levels (Fig. 7) shows smaller scatter than in Fig. 5. The overall increase in 581 

temperature was common to all density levels in the CIL. This increase was “interrupted” by 582 

individual events of cooling from the surface and warming due to the intrusions of Marmara 583 

Sea waters. This representation in density coordinates shows the evolution of mixing 584 

characteristics. The cold water mass formation is well represented as short-lived oscillations 585 

aligned along the density lines. These maximum deviations from the mean long-term 586 

evolution of the thermohaline state reveal the endmembers subject to isopycnic mixing. These 587 

almost linear mixing curves connect two endmembers: young CIW and old CIW. The latter is 588 

found in deeper layers. The isopycnic surfaces of the new CIW are shifted to lower pressure 589 

levels (blue color in Fig. 7a) during the water mass formation events. 590 

 591 

The individual cooling events were separated by relatively long periods of slow increases in 592 

temperature and salinity at σt = 15 (Fig. 7b). During this phase, the trajectories of T-S indices 593 

were crossing isopycnic lines, suggesting that the evolution of the T-S pairs illustrated 594 

diapycnic mixing. As observed in the period 2014-2015, mixing with deeper layers (warmer 595 

temperatures) occurred at higher pressures (symbols plotted with red color). The mixing 596 

curves at σt = 15 during the major cold water formation events were also almost straight lines 597 

connecting the two endmembers: the young CIW (very shallow) and the old CIW, the latter 598 

found in deeper layers. Minor cold water formation events were almost not observed at this 599 

density level. In contrast to that in the upper density layer, the scatter of data at σt = 15 was 600 

smaller, and there were very clear trends of continuous increases in temperature and salinity 601 

that were interrupted by perturbations associated with water mass formation.  602 

 603 

The evolution of the thermohaline state at σt = 15.5, which is approximately at the bottom of 604 

the CIL, shows less pronounced short-term variability and clearer long-term trends, 605 

suggesting that convection did not efficiently reach these depths (Fig. 7c). The short-term 606 

changes were instead associated with warm intrusions of Marmara Sea waters at deeper levels 607 

(red colors). The longer time needed for the cooling phase during 2012 at this level than at σt 608 

= 15 reflected the diffusive penetration of cooling from above. In the warming phase, the 609 
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high-pressure profiles were those with higher temperatures, reflecting warming from below 610 

and cooling from above. The cooling event that started in 2012 show a number of profiles for 611 

which the colder water was observed at deeper pressure. Fig. 4d facilitates the explanation, 612 

illustrating that this cooling event resulted in an overshoot of deep convection and the 613 

availability of cold water in the deep ocean. Approximately one year was needed for the high-614 

temperature profiles to move to greater depths. 615 

 616 

6. Discussion 617 

This study provides diagnostics of the change in the Black Sea thermohaline state during the 618 

last 14 years. Obviously, not only the upper layer but also the Black Sea pycnocline responds 619 

to climate change. Of particular importance were the observed changes in salinity (Fig. 4c, 4f) 620 

occurring at the same depth and density ranges where the CIL is usually observed. Therefore, 621 

the CIL is not just a temperature signature, as it was considered in some earlier studies; it is a 622 

layer where the strong correlation between temperature and salinity gives a measure of their 623 

collective role in the evolution of the Black Sea dynamics. 624 

 625 

In the Black Sea, the slope of the pycnocline gives the best (integrative) measure of the basin-626 

scale dynamics. One could expect that the changes in stratification, specifically, the structure 627 

of the water masses, could also have affected the Black Sea circulation. This interpretation 628 

would sound speculative because the opposite hypothesis is also possible; that is, changing 629 

the wind regime could have affected the circulation. This change would affect the exchange 630 

across the density surfaces and, finally, the structure of water masses. Furthermore, as shown 631 

on the example of float 4900540 in 2005 (very low temperature at 25 m explained by very 632 

shallow seasonal thermocline), the wind effects setting up the depth of the mixed layer need 633 

further consideration when analyzing the dynamics of water mass formation and 634 

transformation. The analysis of data only cannot easily identify the causality and the 635 

contributions of individual mechanisms that led to the recent change. This dilemma presents a 636 

challenge for dedicated numerical studies. 637 

 638 

The individual contributions of external drivers, such as changes in winds, river runoff, and 639 

exchange in the Bosporus Strait, must also be evaluated. Some of these constituents of the 640 

external forcing are not independent. As demonstrated by the observations of Jarosz et al. 641 

(2011) and the numerical simulations of Stanev et al. (2017), wind over the Bosporus Strait 642 

could either block the inflow or increase it by a factor of three compared to the mean value. 643 
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This large variability explains the variety of intrusions at intermediate and deep levels (Stanev 644 

et al., 2017; Falina et al., 2017). Coupled dynamics of the CIL and intermediate layers could 645 

plausibly be of utmost importance for the future states of the Black Sea. Here, the use of 646 

dedicated numerical studies seems mandatory. 647 

 648 

From the presented results, the long-term evolution of the CIL seems evidently a process 649 

involving the joint evolution of temperature and salinity. This evolution is associated with the 650 

dynamics of the frontal zone (rim current) and its mixing. One further challenge would be to 651 

understand the individual or collective trends of thermohaline states in the coastal ocean and 652 

deep ocean. Unfortunately, the Argo platform (observations in the deep ocean only) cannot 653 

fully address the role of the coastal ocean; thus, the contribution of coastal oceans to the 654 

overall thermohaline state needs more attention (Shapiro et al., 2011; Mihailov et al, 2016). 655 

This type of study is necessary because the most important components of water balance, i.e., 656 

rivers and exchange with the Strait of Bosporus (the major haline-driving factors), are in the 657 

coastal ocean. 658 

 659 

The present trends, if they remain at their current levels, suggest that the 8.7°C isotherms used 660 

in Fig. 4 to specify the position of CIL would cross after approximately 15-20 years (see Fig. 661 

4a and 4d). However, as better shown in Fig. 4d, the steepness of the trends increases; 662 

therefore, one could expect that the CIL would disappear even sooner. One could expect that, 663 

in the future, the coupled variability of temperature and salinity will become stronger, as 664 

suggested by the trend in Fig. 5i. Another speculation about the further development of the 665 

CIL is that the contribution of the northwest shelf, where the temperatures are still low, to the 666 

formation of cold water will increase relative to the contribution from the open ocean and 667 

southern coastal regions. 668 

 669 

The Black Sea case is one among many other similar cases of rapid changes. Kniebusch et al. 670 

(2019) compared the time periods 1856-2005 and 1978-2007 and revealed that the SST trends 671 

in the Baltic Sea strengthened by 10-fold. In the Mediterranean, an abrupt shift in the structure 672 

of deep and abyssal water masses occurred in the 1990s (Roether et al. 2007). It seems 673 

obvious that the clear signals of change in the water masses in semi-enclosed and other 674 

regional basins can be considered amplified precursors of the changes to expect in the greater 675 

oceans. 676 

 677 
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7. Conclusions 678 

The Black Sea represents a perfect ocean area to study the disappearance of certain water 679 

masses caused by climate change. The detection of substantial changes in the structure of 680 

water masses became feasible in the era of Argo floats, as demonstrated in the present study 681 

on the example of the evolution of the CIL. Observations showed that the temperatures in the 682 

CIL are currently substantially higher than the values known from historical data. 683 

Temperatures lower than 8°C, which was used in the past to specify the upper and lower 684 

boundaries of the CIL, are presently outliers. The Argo floats registered temperatures in the 685 

core of the CIL lower than 8°C during only the first 3-4 years of the last 14 years. Starting in 686 

1991, the temperature in the core of the CIL increased by more than 1°C until now, which 687 

was mainly due to an increase over the last fourteen years of 0.7°C degrees. The comparison 688 

between the atmospheric and oceanic data demonstrated that the ocean trends were largely 689 

explained by the warm winters, more specifically by the absence of extremely low 690 

temperatures and cold events that persisted for long periods. These changes reflected the 691 

increase in the lowest monthly mean winter air temperatures during the last 14 years. As a 692 

response to the warming signal in the atmosphere, the cold water mass formation in the Black 693 

Sea became rather intermittent, and amplitudes decreased. The cold water content in the CIL 694 

reduced and its lower boundary displaced upwards. Presently, the temperatures of the CIL 695 

approach ~ 9°C; thus, this layer tends towards a state of disappearance. 696 

 697 

Of particular importance was to identify the sources of water masses and mixing between the 698 

cold waters and waters below and above the CIL. In the upper layer, the major variability in 699 

the open sea was due to temperature; salinity in this layer was rather uniform. Below the CIL, 700 

salinity showed the major contribution to the density variations. At ~40 m, a narrow “density 701 

constriction” around density values of ~14-14.5 reflected a layer with minimum change in 702 

density. These values marked the density interval where the CIW penetrated the halocline 703 

(Stanev et al., 2003). At these depths, the effect of salinity in the density field starts to 704 

compete with the effect of temperature. Between the core of the CIL and its lower boundary, 705 

the thermal and haline changes almost compensate. The correlation between temperature and 706 

salinity at 250 m is at a maximum, thus reflecting the mixing in the area of rim current. This 707 

current separates warmer and saltier water in the interior basin from cooler and less salty 708 

waters in the coastal area, and changes in its intensity control the strength of ventilation. 709 

 710 
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The interrelationship between salinity and temperature is an important indicator of changes in 711 

Black Sea water masses. The trajectories of T-S indices in the space defined by temperature, 712 

salinity and time were addressed by unfolding in time the T-S relationships at given σt levels. 713 

This analysis appeared to be a useful tool to detect the basic changes in the thermohaline 714 

structure and to illustrate the mixing between waters of different origin (endmembers). The 715 

basic trend in the CIL revealed by the diagrams in Fig. 7 demonstrated a drift from the bottom 716 

left to the top right. This increase in both T and S was due to diapycnic mixing, which was 717 

manifested by the fact that the trend line crossed the σt surfaces. The unfolded presentation in 718 

Fig. 7 clearly illustrates the individual cooling events as well as the contribution of levels at 719 

different depths to the formation of the CIL. These events were very pronounced in the 720 

vicinity of the “density constriction” (Fig. 7a), i.e., “in the corner" in the T-S diagram where 721 

the individual profiles in Fig. 6a make a curve at ~18 salinity and ~9°C. 722 

 723 

Two thermohaline regimes were identified: one period before 2010, when the salinity 724 

anomaly in the CIL showed rather intermittent low-amplitude changes, and the other period 725 

after 2010, when the salinity anomaly occurred in a rhythmic way. During the second period, 726 

shown Fig. 4c and f, the amplitude of salinity variability increased, and a pronounced 727 

propagation of the salinity anomaly signal was clearly observed down to the bottom of the 728 

CIL. 729 
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 857 

Figure captions 858 

Fig. 1. Sampling positions of Argo floats operating from March 2005-December 2018. 859 

Different colors correspond to individual floats (see the identification numbers in the legend 860 

in the inset in the upper-right corner). The inset in the upper-left corner shows the number of 861 

simultaneously operating floats. “V, E, B and S” show the approximate positions of the Varna 862 

station, the location from which data from ERA-5 are used in the analysis, the Bosporus Strait 863 

and the Sakarya River, respectively. The two triangle symbols to the east of the Sakarya River 864 

show the positions of profiles measured by float 1901200 (cycle #10 on January 30 and cycle 865 

#11 on February 4). 866 

Fig. 2. (a) Surface air temperature at the Varna station from three-hourly data (gray line). The 867 

solid black line indicates the average monthly values of the air temperature from the ERA-5 868 

climatic reanalysis at the location with coordinates (32°E, 43.5°N). The two locations are 869 

shown in Fig. 1. (b) Monthly mean temperature during the coldest month at the Varna station. 870 

Fig. 3. Upper panels show vertical profiles of temperature (a), salinity (b) and density (c) in 871 

the upper ocean (light gray isolines). Superimposed are averages for profiles from three 872 
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periods (see legend). The basin-averaged temperature at 50 m during the survey in July 1992 873 

is shown with the triangle symbol. The temperature at the same depth from Akvanavt cruise 874 

20 in December 2000 is shown with the circle symbol. The vertical line in (a) denotes a 875 

temperature of 9°C. Bottom panels show the mean temperature (d) salinity (e) and density (f) 876 

in the interior basin (depths larger than 1500 m, solid lines) and coastal ocean (depths less 877 

than 300 m, dashed lines) for the whole period of observation.  878 

Fig. 4. Time versus depth (top) and versus density (bottom) diagrams of temperature (a, e), 879 

salinity (b, f) and the salinity anomaly (c, f). The mean salinity profile for the observational 880 

period is subtracted in (c, f) from the current salinity. The vertical markers of the x-axes 881 

correspond to January 1 of each year. The light gray isolines in (d) are isotherms 8.7 and 882 

20°C. White areas indicate no (or poor) data. 883 

Fig. 5. Temperature (left), salinity (middle), and σt (right) for selected depths. To better show 884 

the joint effect of temperature and salinity, their product from which the time-averaged 885 

product is subtracted is shown in (i). 886 

Fig. 6. T-S (a), T- σt (b) and S- σt (c) diagrams. The corresponding times of observations are 887 

shown with colors (see color bar). Isolines of σt, S and T are plotted in (a), (b) and (c), 888 

respectively. 889 

Fig. 7. Temporal evolution of T-S pairs from each profile at three σt levels: (a) - σt = 14.5; (b) 890 

- σt = 15; (c) σt = 15.5. The slopes of dotted lines correspond to the respective T-S ranges, 891 

which are 6.4 to 9.9 and 18.58 to 19.08 for (a); 6.4 to 9.9 and 19.22 to 19.73 for (b); and 7.9 to 892 

9.1 and 20.06 to 20.24 for (c). 893 
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